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'Even though people look different and 
pray different, we all have the same dream 
- to have a home and someone to love.'

 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2300179/Herman-Candelaria-Zapp-Couple-traveling-world-13-years-multinational-children-signs-stopping.html#ixzz4yLSGRCJ8 



 How to built a Home? Where is Home?





Sears claimed that 50% of American homes had an appliance made by Kenmore, the Sears brand.



Sears was initially a successful 

mail-order catalog company. The 

first Sears retail location opened 

its doors in 1925 in Chicago.

They open 300 stores in 4 years.  

Sears from a mailing company 
to a brick-and-mortar giant



Retail store that taught 
America how to shop



1886

1925

2005

Now

Sears glory days



Sears from a retail giant 
to collapse

-Not following up the path of new trends
-No difference than others
-Poor store condition lead to poor shopping experience 
-Limited visibility in international markets
-Sears is too rigid in its ways



What is the future for sears?



An average 10,000 babies are 

born to millennial parents in the 

US every day, and four in five 

millennials will become parents 

in the next 25 years



Millennials made up 43% of all movers 

in recent years.  Nearly half qualify as 
“vacation movers,” meaning they’re 

moving to new cities without the 

intention of staying there long-term.



Traveling is a high priority

Dynamic Lifestyle

With more millennial pursuing a dynamic lifestyle, traditional 

schooling is becoming a less viable option. Settling down in one 

place may have appealed to our parents, but for millennial, trav-

eling is a high priority.



Restricted budgets, schedules and space are leading to a multi-

purpose approach to living. As they seek flexibility in all aspects 

of their lives, consumers are blurring the lines between work, 

travel, social and family life.

Blended Lifestyles
Work + Travel + Family Life + Social



Overlook shopping experience

E-commerce

Physical store
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Pragmatists

Millennial Parents
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with value experience

Value shopping experience



Specialty
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Consumer Archetype

Nostalgic 
Pragmatists

Urban EscapistSenior
Warriors

Teen Futurists Millennial Parents Senior
Retirees



Raise their children different then their parents  / 

Think and adjust fast / Want product that simplify 

their life / Hard time to balance work and family life / 

Need to work to support travel life 

Target Audience

Modern Nomad 
(Millennial Parents)
- Power Parents
- Travel Around
- Good Intentions
- Emphasize Experience
- Decisive Convenience
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Value Propositions

We focus on giving the best to you and your 
family by providing the amusing experience 
along with quality products. 



Trustworthy Experience
Amusing Innovation
Decisive Convenience 
Family Oriented
Credible Durability
Wise Exclusives 
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Short-Term

1-3 Year 

Preparation 
-Reduce the sears store size

-Start to build on the sears community for the 

long term strategy

  



Mid-Term

3-6 Year 

MASH
Take the past innovative strategy sears home 

for example, we proudly introduce you the 

sears mobile home. The mobile home that 

target the millennial parents provide them the 

simple solution to travel and explore the 

world with their kids. During the exploration, 

sears make sure that everywhere you go 

feels like home. 



Long-Term

6-10 Year 

Sears Community
-MASH parking ground

-Day care center

-Garden / Farm

-Supply stores (sears store)

-Laundry room





Marry & Johnny & Julie 
- Aged 28 & 30 (Millennial Parents)

- Moving around cities

- Freelancer with flexible working place (ex. Tech, Finance) 

Income at 80k - 100k

-They got marry for 3 years and got a baby name Julie, 

they love travel around the world. They believe that it is 

always better to learn from the world then from the books.

User Scenario 



Family experience is the first priority and one thing
they value the most.

Recently they decided to start living a nomad lifestyle. 
As a beginner, they found MASH is a perfect choice.



They decided to lease MASH for 3 years and start their adventure.



MASH
Mobile Autonomous Sears Home

MASH is a mobile home that follow you around while travel.



MASH
Mobile Autonomous Sears Home

Instead of driving a pick-up truck to move the 
house, they can drive their own car for a small 
family and to explore the town.

They travel at a slow pace and move around once 
a month, Families living the 9 to 5 suburban life, 
go to zoo, playground and beach on the weekend.



30 ft

36 ft

MASH
Exterior

11 ft

8.5 ft wide



MASH
Exterior



MASH
Exterior

After it parked, the 
upper loft will rise to 
create more space.

The top will become 
an open outdoor 
space for the family

Main door



MASH
Exterior

Door to go outside an also 
use as another entrance 
when connected to the 
sears community



MASH
Interior



Blended Lifestyle
Work + Family + Travel

Night

Noon

Morning



MASH
Interior

Blended Lifestyle
Work + Family + Travel

Stairs+Drawer

Sofa

Kitchen

Bathroom

Dinning Work Book-shelf

Bed



MASH
Interior

Morning

Noon Night

When working, kid can 
play on the bed area

Parents can keep an eye on kid while working

Covered the work area as a 
remind of stop working

Covered the bed area to 
create the porous of doing work
help on balance the blended life

Open up wider 
bed area for kid to 
take a nap

Parents can keep working 
      kid taking a nap

Open up the bed area for night time family time





Sears Share Community

Sears share community will be built at the sears 
store current location. It not only work as MASH 
parking ground, also open to the neighborhood to 
use the community. 



Where it is?

San Diego

Costa Mesa
Thousand Oaks

Santa BarbaraSanta Maria

Salinas

San Francisco

Medford

Portland

Seattle

The Mash base location is 
close to the local tourist 
sight that make the travel 
family to explore the town 
more easily.

Also they are located in the 
suburban which is more 
comfortable for living.



Sears Share Community

-MASH parking ground
-Day care center
-Garden / Farm
-Supply stores (sears store)
-Laundry room




